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PRELUDE in E FLAT MAJOR-----------------------BACH
ALICE NEWTON, piano

INTERMEZZO (Op. 118, No. 6)------------------------BRAHMS
ALICE NISHITANI, piano

THE LONESOME VALLEY ------------------------A WHITE SPIRITUAL
SUZANNE WEIDNER, mezzo soprano

THOU'RT LOVELY AS A FLOWER------------------------SCHUMANN
THAD WEISMANN, tenor

HUNGARIAN----------------------MACDOWELL
DON ROBLYER, piano

SONATINA (Op. 55)------------------------KUHLAN
MARY BASS, piano

THE LOTUS FLOWER------------------------SCHUMANN
JANICE KINGERY, soprano

WHO IS SYLVIA------------------------SCHUBERT
DIANNE KAPPELMAN, mezzo soprano

OUT OF MY SOUL'S GREAT SADNESS------------------------FRANZ
PAUL DOBBS, tenor